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Abstract

Rationale and Objectives—To evaluate clinical and imaging features associated with 

adequacy of the hepatocyte phase (HP) in gadoxetate disodium–enhanced liver magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) in patients without chronic liver disease (CLD).

Materials and Methods—This was a retrospective institutional review board–approved study of 

97 patients who underwent liver MRI examinations with gadoxetate disodium and had no history 

of CLD. Available late dynamic and HP sequences (3–20 minutes postinjection) were 

independently analyzed by four radiologists for perceived image adequacy and level of biliary 

enhancement. Signal intensity ratios (SIRs) of liver/inferior vena cava (IVC), liver/spleen, and 

liver/muscle were measured. The Spearman ρ and receiver operating characteristic analyses were 

performed correlating various factors with HP adequacy. A rule for predicting HP adequacy was 

also derived and tested to determine whether overall examination time could be shortened.

Results—A visually adequate HP was observed in 12% of subjects by 10 minutes, 80% by 15 

minutes, and 93% by 20 minutes. An SIRliver/ IVC > 1.8 was the imaging feature that had the 

strongest correlation with an adequate HP (ρ = 0.813, P < .001), and was more predictive of 

adequacy of the HP than the time postinjection (ρ = 0.5, P < .001). The time at which an adequate 

HP was first observed did not correlate with any tested demographic or laboratory values. 

Stopping imaging when an SIRliver/IVC > 1.8 would have successfully reduced mean postcontrast 

time to 15:39 ± 4:02 from 20:00 (P < .001), although maintaining HP adequacy.

Conclusions—Most patients without CLD undergoing gadoxetate-enhanced liver MRI achieve 

adequate HP at 20 minutes. However, a shorter postcontrast stopping time can be used in most 

patients.
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Gadoxetate disodium is becoming a well-established contrast agent for contrast-enhanced 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the noncirrhotic liver for the detection of metastatic 

disease and the evaluation of focal lesions (1–8). In particular, hepatocyte phase (HP) 

imaging with this agent along with an optimized imaging protocol has been shown to 

provide high-resolution imaging with strong liver-to-lesion contrast and lesion conspicuity 

(9–12). At many centers, gadoxetate-enhanced MRI has become the study of choice for the 

detection of hepatic metastases from a variety of primary tumors.

Although most publications describe the performance of the HP performed at 20 minutes 

postinjection, there remains debate as to whether shorter imaging times can be used for the 

delayed phase without compromising image quality (13–15). In particular, the use of 10-

minute postinjection HP image sets has been described, with excellent performance for the 

detection of focal lesions (14,16). Thus the ideal timing of the HP is unclear.

Importantly, the rapidity and strength of hepatic gadoxetate uptake is strongly dependent on 

the functional status of the liver, although definitive laboratory and clinical predictors of 

uptake are lacking. In addition, MRI examinations using gadoxetate often require more time 

than those obtained with other gadolinium-based contrast agents, and the total examination 

time depends partly on the delay for HP imaging. For this reason, a prediction rule for 

stopping a gadoxetate-enhanced MRI before the 20-minute postinjection time point may be 

helpful.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate clinical and imaging features associated with 

adequacy of the HP in gadoxetate disodium–enhanced liver MRI in patients without chronic 

liver disease (CLD).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This was an Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant 

retrospective study, approved by our institutional review board. The requirement for 

informed consent was waived by the institutional review board.

A search of the electronic medical record at a single institution was performed for all 

consecutive patients who underwent gadoxetate-enhanced liver MRI at our institution 

between February 28, 2012 and August 21, 2012. Imaging protocols included postcontrast 

three-dimensional T1-weighted sequences obtained 3–6 minutes postcontrast injection, at 6–

15 minutes postinjection, and 15–25 minutes postinjection. Precise timing and number of 

postcontrast sequences were variables because of the variability of acquisition time for T2-

weighted and diffusion-weighted sequences obtained between T1-weighted acquisitions, as 

well as patient and technologist factors. Additional inclusion criteria included at least one 

postcontrast T1-weighted acquisition obtained at 3–15 minutes and at least one at 15–25 

minutes after contrast media injection, and T1-weighted image data set obtained using 

identical protocols on identical MRI systems (detailed subsequently). Patients with a history 

of CLD, including cirrhosis, viral hepatitis, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, primary sclerosing 

cholangitis, or primary biliary cirrhosis were excluded (n = 28). Patients without a 

documented history of CLD but with imaging findings of CLD or portal hypertension were 
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also excluded, in particular liver contour nodularity (n = 1) and gastroesophageal varices (n 
= 1). Ultimately, 97 patients with 240 corresponding HP data sets comprised the study 

population. Patient demographics and laboratory values obtained within 4 weeks of imaging 

were collected.

All included image data sets were obtained on a 3 T MRI system (Skyra; Siemens 

Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a three-dimensional T1-weighted dual-echo 

acquisition, postprocessed with a Dixon water–fat separation algorithm (17,18). Only the 

water-only image sets were reviewed. Additional parameters included repetition time 3.9–

4.2 milliseconds, source in/opposed phase echo times 1.2/2.5 milliseconds, flip angle 9°, 

acquisition matrix 288 × 230–288 × 72 slices, section thickness 4 mm, field of view 38–40 × 

27–40 cm, receiver bandwidth 1020 Hz/pixel, and number of signal averages 1. All patients 

received a standard dose of 10 mL of gadoxetate disodium (Eovist; Bayer Healthcare, 

Wayne, NJ) intravenously at 2 mL/seconds followed by a 20 mL saline chaser also injected 

at 2 mL/seconds. Nonweight-based dosing was used clinically as this has been shown to 

increase the average amount of contrast enhancement compared to weight-based dosing of 

0.025 mmol/kg (15,19). The time between data set acquisition and contrast media 

administration was calculated using Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 

(DICOM) header data.

Image sets were randomized so that data sets from the same examinations were reviewed 

nonconsecutively, and were also randomized with respect to timing of acquisition. In 

addition to anonymization, all information regarding image set timing was removed. Four 

fellowship-trained abdominal radiologists who were faculty at four different academic 

institutions, each with 3–8 years of postfellowship experience with abdominal MRI, 

independently evaluated HP data sets meeting the previously mentioned criteria in a fully 

blinded manner. All radiologists had at least 3 years experience interpreting gadoxetate-

enhanced MRI.

Readers were asked to grade each data set according to the following features: (1) Adequacy 

of HP/timing for the specific task of evaluation for focal liver lesions (Grade 0, 

nondiagnostic; Grade 1, suboptimal; Grade 2, diagnostic; and Grade 3, ideal), (2) The 

presence and delayed phase intensity of any focal liver lesions (Grade 0, no lesion; Grade 1, 

hypointense lesion(s); Grade 2, isointense lesion(s); Grade 3, hyperintense lesion(s); and 

Grade 4, combination of lesion types). (3) The presence of contrast material in the biliary 

system (Grade 0, no excretion; Grade 1, intrahepatic ducts; Grade 2, common duct; and 

Grade 3, duodenum).

One board-certified abdominal imaging fellow performed region of interest (ROI)-based 

measurements as follows. For each image set, three ROIs were placed over the hepatic 

parenchyma in the region of the inferior vena cava (IVC), taking care to avoid large vessels 

and areas of artifact. Three ROIs were also placed on each of the intrahepatic IVC, right 

paraspinous muscles, and spleen (when possible; n = 88) on the same image as the liver 

ROIs. Signal intensity ratios (SIRs) were calculated as follows: SIRLV = mean SIliver/mean 

SIIVC; SIRLM = mean SIliver/mean SImuscle; and SIRLS = mean SIliver/mean SIspleen. Severity 

of hepatic steatosis was calculated as an estimated signal fat fraction (FFest) from the 
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precontrast in/opposed phase acquisition as FFest = (kin × SIin − kout × SIout)/(kin × SIin + 

kout × SIout), where kin and kout are correction factors for the spectral complexity of fat, 

derived from previous publications (20).

Statistical Analysis

“Mean phase adequacy” was calculated for each image set as the average of reader grades of 

each phase adequacy. “Overall phase adequacy” was determined for each image set if at 

least three readers assigned it a phase adequacy grade of 2 or greater. Using these scores, 

“time to adequacy” was determined as the postcontrast acquisition time of the first image set 

to achieve overall phase adequacy by the previously mentioned definition.

Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were calculated to determine reader agreement for 

phase adequacy, presence/types of lesions, and degree of biliary ductal enhancement. 

Correlation testing using the Spearman rank sum test was performed for time to adequacy 

versus age, total bilirubin, albumin, creatinine, presence of liver lesions, and FFest (per 

patient basis); and mean phase adequacy versus acquisition time, level of biliary 

enhancement, SIRLV, SIRLM, and SIRLS, presence of liver lesions, and FFest (per image set 

basis). Differences in time to adequacy based on gender were tested using the Mann–

Whitney U test. Area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curve was 

calculated and ROC curve analysis performed for the prediction of overall phase adequacy 

by the acquisition time, level of biliary enhancement, SIRLV, SIRLM, and SIRLS, on a per 

image set basis. Cumulative adequacy over time was determined as the number of patients 

who had achieved an overall adequate HP for a given postinjection time.

Finally, a decision rule for stopping an examination was derived using the statistically 

strongest predictor of adequacy. The rule was tested using the same data sets to determine 

whether using the rule might have resulted in shorter postcontrast times compared to the 

standard 20-minute post-contrast stopping rule, using the Spearman rank sum test.

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v21 (IBM, Armonk, NY). For all tests, a 

value of P < .05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Ninety-seven patients met all the inclusion criteria, with a total of 240 qualifying image sets. 

Patient factors, laboratory values, and FFest values are summarized in Table 1. Indications 

for MRI included evaluation of focal liver lesion (n = 26), and evaluation of metastatic 

disease (n = 71) from the following primary tumors: colorectal (n = 16); pancreatic (n = 14); 

breast (n = 10); neuroendocrine tumor (n = 10); melanoma (n = 8); cholangio-carcinoma (n 
= 4); duodenal (n = 3); gastrointestinal stromal tumor (n = 3); and gallbladder, urinary 

bladder, or renal (each n = 1). No lesions were observed in 25 of 97 cases, whereas 72 

examinations demonstrated hypointense (n = 62), isointense (n = 2), hyperintense (n = 3), or 

a combination of lesions (n = 5). Most hypointense lesions were interpreted as cysts based 

on review of the imaging reports and additional pulse sequences, particularly T2-weighted 

images.
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Reader agreement was excellent, with ICCs of 0.88 for the presence/type of liver lesions, 

0.91 for phase adequacy, and 0.98 for level of ductal enhancement. Of the 97 patients, 12 

(12%) reached an adequate HP by 10 minutes postinjection, 78 (80%) were adequate by 15 

minutes, 90 (93%) were adequate by 20 minutes, and 93 (96%) were adequate by 25 minutes 

(Fig. 1).

There was no statistically significant correlation between time to adequacy and patient age, 

gender, total bilirubin, creatinine, albumin, or FFest on a per patient basis (P = .24–.85).

On a per image set basis, there were correlations between mean phase adequacy and image 

characteristics as follows, from weakest to strongest correlation: lesion presence (P = .131, r 
= 0.10); FFest (P = .112, r = 0.15); acquisition time (P < .001, r = 0.50); level of biliary 

enhancement (P < .001, r = 0.56); SIRLS (P < .001, r = 0.73); SIRLM (P < .001, r = 0.73); 

and SIRLV (P < .001, r = 0.81).

For predicting image set adequacy, AUROC values were 0.80 for acquisition time, 0.82 for 

biliary enhancement, 0.87 for SIRLS, 0.88 for SIRLM, and 0.94 for SIRLV (Fig. 2).

Using the ROC analysis, a threshold of SIRLV = 1.8 was found to be the best predictor of 

ideal stopping time. Because most image sets for which this threshold was reached occurred 

between 10 and 15 minutes postcontrast injection, the following stopping rule was proposed: 

stop the examination if SIRLV ≥ 1.8 on a phase obtained at 10–15 minutes postcontrast 

injection. Using the existing data set, we found that this threshold would have provided an 

earlier (compared to standard 20 minutes) stopping of the examination in 54 of 97 (56%) 

cases. The mean postcontrast time for these shortened examinations was 12:11 ± 1:17, 

which was significantly shorter than the standard 20-minute time (P < .001). Using this 

stopping rule, none of the examinations that were stopped before 20 minutes would have 

been inadequate. Finally, incorporating the postcontrast times for these examinations with 

the remaining examinations that would have normally been stopped at 20 minutes, the mean 

examination time for all patients would have been 15:39 ± 4:02, again significantly shorter 

than the standard 20-minute time (P < .001).

For ease of use, a simpler stopping rule of SIRLV ≥ 2.0 was also examined. This would have 

lead to stopping 37 of 97 (38%) examinations early, with a mean postcontrast time of 12:21 

± 1:15, again significantly shorter than the standard 20-minute time (P < .001). Using this 

stopping rule, none of the examinations that were stopped before 20 minutes would have 

been inadequate. After incorporating these post-contrast times into the overall cohort, the 

mean examination time for all patients would have been 17:05 ± 3:43, again significantly 

shorter than the standard 20-minute time (P < .001).

Two representative examples from examinations that could have been halted before 20 

minutes postinfusion are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

DISCUSSION

One of the important challenges in the routine use of gadoxetate disodium for routine liver 

MRI is related to patient throughput (15,21–24). In particular, dynamic postcontrast imaging 
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with extracellular agents can usually be completed 5–8 minutes after contrast media 

injection, whereas postcontrast imaging with gadoxetate is typically carried out at 20 

minutes (9,15,21). Although performing T2-weighted and diffusion-weighted imaging after 

the late dynamic phase has been described as a way to use the inactive time until the 20-

minute delayed phase, at our centers these sequences are typically completed by 10–15 

minutes postinjection, and a substantial amount of time is spent simply waiting for the 20-

minute phase (23–25).

This study demonstrates that the earliest time at which an adequate HP can be achieved 

cannot be predicted using patient demographic or laboratory values, in patients without 

CLD. This is in agreement with numerous other published series, which have found, at best, 

weak correlation with these factors and gadoxetate uptake. We also investigated whether the 

presence of liver lesions or parenchymal hypointensity because of hepatic steatosis might 

influence the readers’ assessment of adequacy; however, no such significant correlations 

were found.

A previous report from Motosugi et al. (26) examined the possibility of shortening 

postcontrast HP time to 10 minutes in MRI examinations performed to detect metastatic 

disease. The authors found that an HP delay time of 10 minutes was adequate in most 

patients, although in a minority of lesions it was well-visualized at 20 minutes but not well-

seen at 10 minutes. Motosugi et al. found that the ratio of liver to spleen signal intensity was 

a strong predictor of phase adequacy. Our results also show that the liver to spleen ratio 

predicts phase adequacy, but that the liver to vein ratio was more strongly predictive. 

Because most of the lesions in our study were hypointense in the HP, the stronger 

performance of SIRLV versus SIRLS suggests that venous signal intensity is a better 

predictor of hypointense lesion signal intensity than the spleen. Alternatively, SIRLS may 

have been more strongly affected than SIRLV by regional image intensity/noise variations, 

which can be the result of parallel imaging, coil sensitivity profiles, image postprocessing, or 

other causes. Importantly, an SIR was a stronger predictor of adequacy than either 

postinjection time or biliary enhancement, objective markers that have been previously 

proposed (27–30). In addition, a decision rule for stopping an examination based on the 

SIRLV would have provided a shorter mean examination time for more than half of the MRIs 

in our cohort compared to a standard 20-minute delay. This may serve as a useful guideline 

for technologists performing MRI examinations to determine whether an adequate phase has 

been reached before the standard 20-minute postinjection time to improve patient 

throughput. To simplify the decision rule for routine use by MRI technologists, a decision 

rule of SIRLV ≥ 2.0 can also provide significantly shorter examination times.

Other reports examining the appearance of liver lesions have suggested that an adequate HP 

may be reached at 20 minutes postinjection, with similar performance comparing 10- and 

20-minute image sets (14,16). Jeong et al. (16) found that readers detected more hepatic 

metastases when including hepatocyte data sets, but observed no advantage in using 20-

minute data sets over 10-minute data sets. Sofue et al. (14) demonstrated similar image 

quality between 10- and 20-minute HPs in the setting of colorectal metastases. Both groups 

observed that liver-to-metastasis SIRs were higher at 20 minutes than at 10 minutes. In 

addition, it has been repeatedly shown that increasing the T1-weighting of hepatocyte data 
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sets (particularly by increasing the flip angle) can improve contrast between the liver and 

focal lesions, and in combination with the similar subjective image quality (9–12). It may 

therefore be possible to reproduce both the diagnostic performance and contrast of a 20-

minute HP using an earlier HP combined with strong T1-weighting. In this retrospective 

clinical study, only images with conventional flip angles were available, because of previous 

experiences with energy deposition and image noise challenges when using high flip angles 

at 3 T.

This study has several limitations, including its retrospective design and the use of the 

opinion of blinded readers to determine HP adequacy. Although many focal lesions were 

present in our study population, many were thought to represent cysts, and histologic 

analysis was unavailable for most of the solid lesions. Thus, we did not perform an analysis 

of lesion conspicuity because it was unclear whether this would be meaningful. In addition, 

our determinations of estimated liver fat fraction were likely inaccurate, because we did not 

account for either T1 or T2* effects using two-point in/opposed phase data. Another 

limitation is that the SIR is dependent on the T1-weighting of the pulse sequence during the 

HP. Therefore, SIR thresholds may require adjustment for sequences with different 

weighting across MR scanners and institutions. In this study, only one reader performed SIR 

measurements; multiple sets of SIR measurements would have allowed us to examine the 

reproducibility of those measurements. Also, we used a 4-point Likert scale for assessing 

lesion conspicuity because we felt that four categories of conspicuity were appropriate in 

this setting; however, 3- and 5-point scales have been described and could have been used. 

Finally, there is heterogeneity among institutions regarding the dosing of gadoxetate, ranging 

from the package insert dose (0.025 mmol/kg) to 0.05 mmol/kg, to simple volume dosing 

(eg, 10 mL) as was performed in our study (16,31–33). Variations in dose could lead to 

differences in the time at which adequacy of hepatobiliary enhancement is achieved, and 

could explain the differences in results between this and other studies. Weight-based dosing 

may lead to more consistent hepatocyte uptake across a range of patient weights. Additional 

studies examining the effect of dose on the time to adequacy of the hepatobiliary phase may 

be warranted, particularly for different dosing regimens. In addition, genetic polymorphisms 

of the organic anion polypeptide transporters can affect the amount of gadoxetate uptake, but 

genetic data were not available in our study, and we could not account for those effects (34). 

Finally, this study was limited to patients without a history of CLD. It is well known that 

patients with cirrhosis often have reduced hepatobiliary uptake (34–36). Separate studies for 

time to adequacy of patients with CLD are certainly needed.

This study has several strengths. First, a relatively large number of image sets were 

analyzed. Further, we used four readers practicing at different institutions, and the strong 

consensus among the readers suggests that these results are generalizable (ICC = 0.88–0.94). 

In addition, image parameters and quality were uniform and the study population relatively 

homogeneous, consisting of outpatients undergoing characterization of focal liver lesions or 

evaluation for metastatic disease without a history of CLD.
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CONCLUSIONS

Most patients without CLD undergoing gadoxetate-enhanced liver MRI achieve adequate 

HP at 20 minutes. However, a shorter postcontrast stopping time (15 minutes) can be used in 

most patients, in the absence of known or potential chronic parenchymal liver disease. The 

ratio of the signal intensities of the liver to the IVC was the strongest objective predictor of 

adequacy in this study, and was a better predictor of adequacy than postinjection time or 

biliary enhancement.
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Figure 1. 
Cumulative examination adequacy of the hepatobiliary phase over time. Of the 97 patients in 

this cohort, 12 (12%) reached visual adequacy by 10 minutes, 78 (80%) were adequate by 15 

minutes, and 89 (92%) were adequate by 20 minutes.
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Figure 2. 
ROC curves for image characteristics associated with hepatocyte phase adequacy. 

SIRliver/IVC was the best predictor of phase adequacy (AUROC = 0.94), followed by 

SIRliver/muscle (AUROC = 0.88), SIRliver/spleen (AUROC = 0.87), biliary enhancement 

(AUROC = 0.82), and acquisition time (AUROC = 0.80). AUROC, area under the receiver 

operating characteristic; IVC, inferior vena cava; SIR, signal intensity ratio. (Color version 

of figure is available online.)
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Figure 3. 
A 49-year-old man with hepatic adenomas. Three postcontrast images obtained at 3:58 (a), 
13:49 (b), and 19:58 (c) after gadoxetate injection show progressive hepatic parenchymal 

enhancement and vessel clearance. The first image set (a) was rated an inadequate 

hepatocyte phase (average reader grade = 1.0, SIRLV = 1.18), whereas the second (b) and 

third (c) image sets were rated adequate (average reader grade = 2.0 and 2.0; SIRLV = 1.47 

and 1.73, respectively). Note minimal improvement in lesion conspicuity between image set 

(b), obtained at 13:49, and set (c), obtained at 19:58 postcontrast injection. SIR, signal 

intensity ratio; LV liver/vein.
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Figure 4. 
A 57-year-old man with renal cell carcinoma metastatic to the liver. Three postcontrast 

images obtained at 3:20 (a), 12:45 (b), and 18:47 (c) after gadoxetate injection shows 

progressive hepatic parenchymal enhancement and vessel clearance. The first image set (a) 
was rated an inadequate hepatocyte phase (average reader score = 1.0, SIRLV = 1.54), 

whereas the second (b) and third (c) image sets were rated adequate (average reader score = 

2.0 and 2.5; SIRLV = 2.05 and 2.83, respectively). Note minimal improvement in lesion 

conspicuity between image set (b), obtained at 12:45, and set (c), obtained at 18:47 

postcontrast injection. SIR, signal intensity ratio; LV liver/vein.
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TABLE 1

Descriptive Statistics for the Patient Cohort

Value Mean ± SD Range
Number of Patients with Value Available 

within 4 weeks of MRI

Age (years) 53.7 ± 14.0 28–85

Gender 31 M; 66 F

Total bilirubin (mg/dL) 0.8 ± 0.3 0.3–1.7 N = 91

Albumin (g/dL) 3.5 ± 0.7 1.8–4.4 N = 91

Serum creatinine (mg/dL) 0.9 ± 0.3 0.5–2.3 N = 95

Estimated liver fat fraction (%) 6 ± 1 0–51 N = 97

Presence of liver lesions No lesions (n = 25); hypointense lesion(s) (n = 62); isointense lesion(s) (n = 2); hyperintense lesion(s) (n = 3); 
combination of lesion types (n = 5)

MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SD, standard deviation.
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